VASILEV, I.; SHEVAYTOV, G.

Trachoma in the Yambol region. Khirurgia, Sofia 6 no. 8:469-474
1953.

1. Senior Assistant at the Eye Clinic of V. Chervenkov Medical Academy for Vasilev; Head of the Eye Division at Yambol.
VASILEV, Iv.

Considerations on the etiology of myopia according to the Michurin's theory. Khirurgia, Sofia 7 no.3:451-458 1954.

Zaveshdashchi dota. Danilov.

(Myopia, etiology and pathogenesis, interpretation according to Michurin's theory)
VASILEV, Iv.

Certain characteristics of diseases of the appendix in adults.
Khirurgia, Sofia 8 no.4:311-320 1955.

1. Vissh meditsinski institut V. Chervenkov-Sofia. Fakultetska
(APPENDIX, diseases,
in adults)
Vasily, Iv.


1. Visah meditsinskii institut V. Cherrvenkov, Sofia fakultestka
khirurgichna klinika; Zav., Katedra: dot. O. Popov
(INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION, in infant and child)
Early diagnosis and modern therapy of renal tuberculosis.
Khirurgia, Sofia 8 no.7:625-635 1955.

1. Vishn meditsinski Institut W.Chervenkov, Sofia
(TUBERCULOSIS, RENAL, diag. & ther.)
VASILEV, Jr.


VASILEV, I.; RAICHEV, R.


(NEUROEPITHELIOMA, retina (Bul))
(RETINA, neoplasms, neuroepithelioma (Bul))
VASILJEV, Iv.


1. (Iz Fakultetskaia khirurgichna klinika pri Vinshii mediitsinski institut-Sofia).
(PENIS, diseases,
torsion caused by coitus (Bul))
(COITUS, complications,
penis torsion (Bul))
VASILEV, Iv., Dots.


1. Institut za spetsializatsiya i usuvrshenstvuvane na lekarite-Sofia klinika po ochni bolesti Direktor: dots. Iv. Vasilev.

(Eye wounds and injuries, in agriculture, prev. (Bul))
VASILEV, I.

Development of Bulgarian ophthalmology as depicted on the pages of the periodical \textit{Khirurgia, Khirurgia, Sofia 11 no.1:19-23} 1958.

\textit{(OPHTHALMOLOGY, in Bulgaria, develop. (Rul))}
BULGARIA / General Problems of Pathology. Transplantation of Tissue and Tissue Therapy.

Abs Jour : Ref. Zhur - Biologiya, No. 3, 1959, 13537

Author : Vasilev, Iv,

Inst :

Title : Transplantation of the Cornea.

Orig Pub : Khirurgiya (Bulg.), 1958, 11, No. 1, 40-47

Abstract : No abstract
TOMOV, V., prof.; RAINOV, R., prof.; KRUSTEV, B.; VASILEV, Iv.


(MEDIASTINUM neopl)

KHRANOVA, A.; MOSKOV, M.; VASILEY, I.

The white cheese as preventive means against the development of goiter in rats. Doklady BAN 14 no.6:655-658 '61.

VASILEV, Iv. prof.


1. Institut za spetsializatsiia i usuvrenstuvane na lekarite,

(EXOPHTHALMOS diag)
VASILEV, Iv.

Difficulties and errors in the diagnosis of pulmonary cancer.
Khirurgia ( Sofia) 14, no. 10: 889-898 '61.

1. Vish meditsinski institut, Sofia, Katedra po fakultetska khirurgia.

(LUNG NEOPLASMS diag)
VASILEV, Iv.

Some topographic and anatomical studies on the anterior mediastinum.
Khirurgia(Sofia)14 no.12:1057-1061.

(MEDIASTINUM anat & histol)
VASILEV, I., prof.; MOTOVA-UZUNOVA, M., assistant; VASILEVA, V., ordinatar

First department for the protection of the vision of children in Bulgaria, Uch. zap. CHII glaz. bol. no.7:193-195 ’62. (MIRA 16:5)

1. Iz glaznoy kliniki (dir. - prof. I. Vasiliev) Instituta dlya spetsializatsii i usoveshchavaniya vrahov, Sofiya.
(BULGARIA—EYE—DISEASES AND DEFECTS)
BULGARIA

Dr. V. POPOV, Department of Clinical Surgery (Katedrata po fakultetska NITeriya) Saal (P. Povedite? no katedrata) Prof G. POPOV.

"Esophageo-Bronchial Fistulae Simulating Pulmonary Disease."


Abstract [English summary modified]: The difficult differential diagnostic problems posed by small esophageo-bronchial fistulae are discussed in the context of 3 cases treated for a long time with the diagnosis of chronic unspecific bronchitis, bronchiectasis, pulmonary tuberculosis. Four persistent expectorator prolocms of cough after drinking should suggest esophagoscopy, bronchoscopy, rentgenologic study to demonstrate broncho-pulmonary extravasation of swallowed contrast media. Three case reports, 3 rentgenograms. No references.
SHABAD, L.M., prof.; OLSHEVSKA, L.V.; VASILEV, Iu., M.

On the development of tumors in rats following the introduction of polymer plates. Khirurgia 15 no.4:325-333 '62.

Institut po eksperimentalna i klinichna onkologia pri AMN na SSSR Direktor: prof. N.N. Blokhin, deistv. chlen na AMN na SSSR otdel za isuchavane na kantsereogennite agenti Zavezdasht: prof. L.M. Shabad, deistv. chl. na AMN na SSSR. (NEOPLASMS etiol) (POLYMERS toxicol)
VASILEV, Iy.

Retrosternal esophagus from the large intestine. Khirurgia 15 no.9/10:922-924 '62.

1. Iz Katedrata po khirurgichni bolesti s urologia pri VMI [Visshe meditsinski institut] - Sofia.
(Eosophagoplasty) (Intestine Large)
VASILEV, Iv., prof.; DUBOV, St.

Tumors of the choroid and their penetration through the sclera. Khirurgia (Sofia) 15 no.1:22-30 '62.


(CHOROID neopl)
BULGARIA

N. SHUMKOVA, Department of Ophthalmology (Katedra po ochni bolesti)
Head (rukovoditel) Prof. IV. VASILEV, Institute for Specialization
and Graduate Training of Physicians (ISUL [Institut po spetsializatsiya
i usuvrshenstvovane na lekarite] [Sofia.]

"Exaggerations and Simulations of Eye Complaints by Patients Referred
for Expert Examinations in Connection with Occupational Disability
Claims."


Abstract [English summary modified]: Of 694 workers who had sustained
various types of eye injuries and were applying for disability benefits
or continuation thereof, examination revealed that no less than 602
either exaggerated the degree of their loss of vision, or outright
simulated it (311 exaggerators and 233 simulators.) These data are
reviewed from various aspects and discussed. Twelve brief case reports.

1/1
VASILEV, Iv.

Technic of tunnel formation in the retrosternal space in esophagopasty. Khirurgiia 16 no.1:13-22 ’63.

   (ESOPHAGOPLASTY) (SURGICAL EQUIPMENT)
   (LAPAROTOMY)
VASILEV, Iv., prof.; KONSTANTINOV, N.; DUBOV, St.


1. Iz Katedrata po ochni bolesti pri ISUL [Institut za spetsializatsiya i usuvrenstvuvane na lekarite].
   (UVEITIS) (IRIDOCYCLITIS) (CHORIORETINITIS)
   (TUBERCULOSIS OCULAR) (TOXOPLASMOSIS OCULAR)
   (SYPHILIS) (BRUCELLOSIS) (REITER'S DISEASE)
   (SARCOIDOSIS) (ONCHOCEMNIASIS)
VASILEV, Iy.

Acquired benign fistula between the esophagus and tracheobronchial system. Khirurgiya (Sofia) 16 no. 7: 589-598 '63.


(ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA) (BRONCHIAL FISTULA)
(TRACHEA) (THORACIC INJURIES)
(ESOPHAGEAL STENOSIS) (ESOPHAGoplast)
(COLON)
VASILEV, Iv., prof.

Contact lenses and their uses. Khirurgia (Sofia) 16 no. 12; 1069-1072 '63.
VASILEV, I.

Clinical picture and diagnosis of the acquired benign oesophagobronchial fistulae. Nauch. tr. vissh.med. inst. Sofia, no.4:49-55 1963

1. Chair of Surgical Diseases with Urology, (Director: Prof. G. Popov), Medical Institute in Sofia.
TUMOV, V.l., prof.; VASILEV, Iv., dott.; NILEV, M.; BAEV, St.

Acute cholecystitis in aged patients. Khirurgija 17 no.2:220-222 '64.

1. Iz Katedrate po fakultetska khirurgila pri VMI [Vish meditsinski institut] - Sofija.
VASILEV, Iv., dotsent; MILEV, M.

Appendicitis in the aged. Khirurgia 17 no.2;224-226 '64.

Iz Katedrata po šakultetska kührugiya pri VMI [Visshe meditsinski institut] - Sofia.
VASILEV, I.


VASILEV, I.; IANCHEV, Ia.; GEORGEV, Zh.
"Dama Indi, the female elephant of the Zoological Garden" (p. 21)
PRIRODA I ZNANJE
(Bulgarsko prirodospezialno druzhestvo) Sofiya Vol 7 No 1 Jan 1954
SO: East European Accessions List Vol 2 No 7 Aug 1954
VASILEV, I.

"Influence of Vitamin-Enriched Food on the Productivity of the Peking Ducks in Bulgaria."
p. 323, Izvestila, Sofiya, Vol. 2, 1953

SO: East European Accessions List, Vol. 3, No. 9, September 1954, Lib. of Congress
VASILEV, I.

"Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus Pall)", p. 12. (PRIRODA I ZNANIE, Vol. 6, no. 9, Nov. 1953, Sofia, Bulgaria).

SO: Monthly List of East European Accessions, Lc, Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1954
BULGARIA/Diseases of Farm Animals. Diseases Caused by Helminths

Abs Jour: Ref Zhur - Biol., No 19, 1998, No 88292

Author: Yanev Iy., Georgiev M.
Inst: Institute of Experimental Veterinary Medicine, Bulgarian AS
Title: Incidence of Polymorphism and Streptocarosis of Ducks in Bulgaria


Abstract: Zoonotic outbreaks of streptocarosis (Streptococca crassicauda) and of polymorphism (Pol.eorphus magnus) in ducks, which are followed by a large mortality rate and which were registered for the first time in Bulgaria, are described here. Vermifuge treatments with a 1.5 ml/kg dose of CCl₄ produced positive results.

Card: 1/1
VASILEV, I.

"Kites (Analogaeidae) on the feathers of the game birds (Galliformes) in Bulgaria."


S0: Monthly Index of East European Accessions (EEAI) LC, Vol. 7, no. 5, May 1958
VASILEV, I.

BULGARIA/Zoo-parasitology - Acarina and Insect-Vectors of Disease Pathogens.

Abs Jour: Ref Zhur - Biol., No 3, 1958, 10093

Author: Vasilev

Inst: 

Title: Ticks New to Bulgarian Fauna, Parasitic in Bird Feathers (Analogesoida).

Orig Pub: Priroda, 1957, 6, No 1, 70-72

Abstract: No abstract.
VASILEV, I.; DUBINI, V.

Ecologic and physiological peculiarities of various populations of feather Acarina (Acariformes, Analogseridae) living in birds' feathers in different geographical zones. In Russian. p. 91.

IZVESTIA. Sofia, Bulgaria, Vol. 7, 1958

Monthly List of East European Accessions (EEAI) LC, Vol. 9, No 1 January 1960

Uncl.
VASILEV, Ivan D.

Feather mites (Achalgoidea), ectoparasites of the birds of Lake Sreborno, near the city of Silistra, Bulgaria [with summary in English].
Zool. zhur. 37 no.9:1325-1338 3 '58. (MIRA II:10)

1.Zoopark Bolgarskay AN, Sofia.
(Sreborno region, Bulgaria--Mites) (Parasites--Birds)
VASILEV, Ivan D.

Acarids of the subfamily Analgesidae in Bulgaria. Izv biol med.
BAN J no.2:7-16 '59.

1. Zoologicheska gradina pri Bulgarskata akademii na naukite.
(MITES)
(UGARIA—ANALESIDAE)
VASILEV, Izv, D.


(Mites) (Bulgaria—Birds) (Bulgaria—Aplalogenesoides)
VASILEV, Iv. D.

Winged mites (Analgesoidea) on the birds in Bulgaria. Izv Zool inst

(Mites)
VASILEV, I.

The bird mites (Analogoscidea), new for the fauna of Bulgaria.
VASILEV, I.

Hens and turkeys as hosts of Gongylonema pulchrum. Dokl. Bolg. akad. nauk 18 no.3 251-253 '65

Country: BULGARIA
Category: Cultivated Plants. Cereals. Leguminous Plants.
Tropical Cereals.

Abs Jour: RZhBiol., No 6, 1959, No 24821

Author: Radomirov, P.; Khristov, A.; Vasilev, I.
Inst: "G. Dimitrov" Agricultural Institute.

Title: Investigation of Pre-Sowing Soil Treatment under Wheat on Typical Chernozem and Bituminous Soil.

Orig Pub: Nauchni tr. Vissh. selskostop. inst "G. Dimitrov". Zootekhn. fak., 1956, 6, 19-46

Abstract: Results of triennial experiments by the Agricultural Scientific Research Institute in Knezh (the soil is typical chernozem) and by the Agricultural Experimental Station (chernozem-bituminous). In a dry autumn, on typical chernozem and on bituminous soil, disk or cultivation appears to be the most appropriate pre-sowing soil.
Country: BULGARIA
Category: Cultivated Plants. Cereals. Leguminous Plants.
          Tropical Cereals.

Abs Jour: RZhBiol., No 6, 1959, No 24821

Author:
Inst:
Title:

Orig Pub:

Abstract: treatment after the harvesting of the thoroughly plowed crops. In a humid autumn, the advantages of a small pre-sowing treatment, following the late predecessors, diminish. On early green falls, the most effective treatment is early deep plowing on 20-22 cm 3-4 months before sowing. -- A. F. Khlystova

Card: 2/2
BULGARIA / Cultivated Plants. Grains. M-2

Abs Jour: Ref Zhur-Biol., No 6, 1958, 24954

Author: Vasilev, I., Draganov, D.
Inst: Not given
Title: The Soil Preparation For Winter Wheat in South Eastern Bulgaria

Orig Pub: Selskostop. mis' 1, 1956, No 9, 520-524 (Bulgarian)

Abstract: Many years research (1951-1956) of experimental institutions are presented on the study of wheat productivity in relation to the depth of plowing, the preceding crops and weather conditions. - O. Ya.
VASILEV, I.

"Objectives of the Cooperative Farms and the Village People's Council; From the Experiences of the Village People's Council in the Village of Kardam, General Toshevo."

p. 8 (Kooperativno Zemedelie, No. 7, July 1958, Sofia, Bulgaria)

---

Monthly Index of East European Accessions (EEAI) LC, Vol. 7, No. 11, Nov. 1958
VASILEV, Iv., inzh.

Fuel for model aircraft compression engines. Aviats kosmonavt
6 no. 4: 14 '64.
VASTLEK, Iv., inzh.

Ten years of LZIKA. Radio i televizija 12 no.3; 67 '63.
VASILEV, I.; IVANOV, D.; LUKANOV, I.

Miniature transistor apparatus for long-distance recording of pulse shocks. Ratsionalizatsiya 13 no.11:15-17 *53
VASILEV, IV.

Replacing Imported Dyes for Glass Bottles by Dyes of Local Origin.
Leka Promishlenost (Light Industry), #12:42:Dec. 1955
VASILEV, Iv.

Shortcomings of the rationalizers work in agriculture and measures for their elimination. Ratsionalizatsii 11 no.10:8-10 '61.

1. Predsedatel na TsK na Profsoiuza na rabotnitsite ot selskoto i gorsko stopanstvo.
VASILEV, I.

"Concerning the species independence of Heterakis caudebravis Popova, 1949. In English."


Monthly List of East European Accessions Index (EEAI), The Library of Congress, Volume 8, No. 8, August 1959.

Unclassified
VASILEV, I. Studying the possibility of utilizing metal dress for coloring glass. p. 16. Vol. 5, no. 8, 1956 ELEKTROENERGIJA. Sofia, Bulgaria

SOURCE: East European Accessions List (EEAL) Vol 6, No. 4--April 1957
VASTILEV, Ivan, starshi nauchen sotrudnik

Greater care in training the young scientific workers. Spisanie BAN
5 no.3:37-45 '60.
(Bulgaria--Science)
VASILEV, Iv.; RANKOV, B.; PIPEROVA, Sl.; BANALIEVA, St.

Ophthalmologic studies in some settlements of the Pleven District. Izv Inst khranene BAN 3:203-210 '64.
VASILEV, I.A., D., inzh.

On the extraction of low carbon wire without annealing.
Tekhnika 10 no.10:26-28 '61.
VASILEV, In.

Scientific technical unions in the State Industrial Enterprises "Avgust Popov" at Kolarovgrad and "Georgy Dimitrov" at Burgas took over the functions of the technical councils of the said enterprises. With their creative work they are giving real help to the production and undertaking new tasks and obligations. Tekh delo no. 438:1 11 Ag '62.

VASILEV, Kh.; OBREHCOV, N.

Frying nonstandardized molybdenum concentrate in a boiling layer.
Godishnik khim tekh 6 no.1:1-9 1959 (Publ. 1960)
VASILEV, Khr.; DOBELEV, Iv.

Application of the hypochlorite method in reprocessing molybdenum raw materials. Godishnik khim tekhn 9 no. 1:231-233 '62 [publ. '63].
VASILEV, Khr.

Oxidation of galenite in hypochlorite solutions. Godishnik khim tekhn 9 no.2:67-74 '62 [publ. '63].
VASILEV, Khr.; MILCHEVA, IU.

Kinetics of the oxidation of arsenosulfide in chypochlorite solution. Godishnik khim tekh 9 no. 3: 1-7 '62 [publ. '63]
VASIL'EV, Khr., inst.

A rapid method for the determination of silicic acid. Leška promishl
2 no. 9:22 '53.
VASILEV, K.

VASILEV, Kh.

"Defects in Nickel Plating and Their Removal." p. 17,
(LEKA PROMISHLENOST, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1954, Sofia, Bulgaria)

SO: Monthly List of East European Accessions, (EEAL), LC, Vol. 4
No. 5, May 1955, Uncl.
VASILEV, KH.; APOSTOLOV, KH.

"Experience of the workers' group in health protection."
LEKA PROMISLENOST. TEKSTIL., Sofia, Bulgaria., Vol. 7, No. 11, 1958

Monthly list of EAST EUROPEAN ACCESSIONS (EEAI), LC, Vol. 8, No. 7, July 1959, Unclas
BULGARIA

GEORGIEV, Iv., KIRYAKOV, Kr., KOSTOV, N., MOLKHOV, Zh., PETROV, P., IVANCHEV, V., POPOV, St., and VASILEV, Khr.

"Occupational Diseases of the Nervous System and Neurological Medical Aid at Enterprises"

Sofia, Nevrologiya, Psikhiaatriya i Nevrokhirurgiya, Vol 5, No 1, 1966, pp 1-11

Abstract: It is brought out that the frequency and gravity of occupational diseases of the peripheral and central nervous system and of psychoneuroses with an occupational background increased in Bulgaria during 1953-1962. This is explained by the accelerated rate of economic development. Statistics of relative severity and of the average number of days lost according to occupations are presented. Conditions arising as a result of exposure to noise and vibrations are discussed. With respect to neurointoxications, the increase of their incidence among agricultural workers, particularly in connection with the use of organophosphorus compounds, is pointed out. The danger presented by radiation sickness to radiologists, engineers using X-rays in work on metals, persons occupied at the nuclear center, etc., is mentioned. Organization of a more effective neurological medical service at industrial enterprises is proposed. Graphs, 58 references (all Bulgarian). Manuscript received Sep 65.
VASILEV, K.

"Results From Testing KCX-2'1 and KX₂-2'1 Kowing Machines."

p. 22 (Kooperativno Zemedelie, No. 6, June 1958, Sofia, Bulgaria)

Monthly Index of East European Accession (EHA) LC, Vol. 7, No. 11, Nov. 1958
VASILEV, K.

AGRICULTURE

Periodical KOOPERATIVNO ZE MEDIE. No. 10, Oct. 1956

VASILEV, K.: GOSPODINOV, P.: MKS-1.5 threshing machine for hemp. p. 32.

Yanev, Khr.

KACHOEOV, I.

Country: Bulgaria

Affiliation: Not indicated

Source: Sofia, BULGARIA, No 1, Jan/Feb 61, pp 49-52

Data: "Epidemic of Acute Nephritis."

Co-authors:

KOLOV, I.

APOSTOLOV, O.

TANDY, E.

STOYANOV, A.

DAVACEV, Khr.

NASTILAV, Khr.
AUTHORS: Vasilev, Khr., Obreshkova, N.

TITLE: On the problem of roasting a non-standard molybdenum concentrate in a fluidized bed

PERIODICAL: Referativny zhurnal, Metallurgiya, no. 3, 1962, 24, abstract 30155
("Godishnik Khim.-tekhnol. in-t", 1959 (1960), v. 6, no. 1, 1 - 9, Bulgarian; Russian and English summaries)

TEXT: The roasting of a non-standard Bulgarian Mo-concentrate in a fluidized bed was investigated in a laboratory. The effect of temperature and roasting time upon the degree and rate of roasting was studied. The optimum roasting temperature was 580°C. The roasting time varied from 3 to 30 minutes. The degree and rate of roasting in a fluidized bed are considerably higher than in a fixed layer. There are 11 references.

G. Svoitsova

[Abstractor's note: Complete translation]
VASILEV, L.

"Main tasks in the search and study of ores in the Burgas region."
p.80 (Minno Delo, Vol. 12, no. 1, Jan./Feb. 1957, Sofia, Bulgaria)
VASILEV, L.

"Manganese-carbonate ores of the Varna region, and their industrial value."

p.74 (Minno Delo, Vol. 12, no. 6, Nov./Dec. 1957, Sofia, Bulgaria)
BULGARIA / Chemical Technology, Chemical Products and Their Application, Part 3. - Food Industry.

Abs Jour: Ref Zhur-Khimiya, No 18, 1958, 62595.

Author: L. Vasilev.
Inst: Not given.
Title: Methods of Alimentary Products Conservation.

Orig Pub: Tehnika (Bulg.), 1958, 7, No 1, 32 -34.

Abstract: Review. Bibliography with 8 titles.
TASHEV, T.A.; VASILEV, M.; LOZENOV; FILIPOVA, Y.

Comparative evaluation of flocculation tests. Med. letopis, 41 no.10:1017-1037 D '49. (CIML 1942)

I. Of the Clinic for Internal Diseases (Director -- Prof. K.Chilov, M.D.), University of Sofia, Sofia.
VASILEV, M., KUNOV, At.

Liver in streptomycin therapy. Suvrem.med., Sofia 6 no.1:52-59
1955.

1. Iz katedrata po Fakultetska terapiia pri Vissshia meditsinski
(STREPTOMYCIN, effects,
on liver, in ther. of tuberc.)
(LIVER, effect of drugs on,
streptomycin, in ther. of tuberc.)
(TUBERCULOSIS, therapy,
streptomycin, eff. on liver)
VASILEV, M.; PANDOV, Kh.


   (DIABETES MELLITUS, urine in specific weight)
KUNOV, A.; IVANOV, S.v.; DOINOV, M.; VASILEV, M.; KIRCHEV, P.

Considerations on the treatment of certain internal diseases by intradermal novocaine block of Zakharin-Head zone. Suvrem. med., Sofia 8 no.2:72-80 1957.

1. Iz Katedrage po fakultetska terarija pri VMI- Sofia.
   (PROCaine, therapeutic use,
   internal dis., intradermal Head's zone block (Bul))
BOZHINOV, S.; IANKOV, Ia.; MAKENDONSKA, D.; VASILEV, M.


1. Is Klinika po nervni bolesti pri VMII - Sofia (Zav. katedrata: dotts. S. Bozhinov).
   (EPILEPSY, therapy,
   primidone (Bul))
   (PRIMIDOME, therapeutic case,
   epilepsy (Bul))

   (INFLUENZA compl.)
   (BRONCHOPNEUMONIA etiol.)
   (LIVER DISEASES etiol.)
VASILEV, M.; KUNOV, At.; ANGAROV, G.


1. Iz Klinikata po fakultetska terapiia pri VMI, Sofia (Direktor prof. M. Rashev)
   (INFLUENZA blood)
   (BLOOD SEDIMENTATION)
   (BRONCHOPNEUMONIA etiol)
   (BLOOD CELLS)
VASTILEV, M.

Surname (in cap): Given Names

Country: Bulgaria

Academic Degrees:

Affiliation: Docent at the First Internal Medicine Clinic of the Advanced Medical Institute (Vissh Meditsinski Institut)

Source: Sofia, Sreden Meditsinski Rabotnik, No 2, 1961, pp 20-25

Data: "The Role of Laboratory Workers and Registered Nurses in Conducting Functional Hepatic Tests."
VASTLEV, M.; IVANOV, St.; ANGAROV, G.

Om hemochromatosis. (With 2 case reports). Suvr. med. 12 no.12; 67-74 '61.

1. Iz Katedrata po fakultetska terapiia pri VMI [Vish medicinski institut].- Sofia (Rukovod. na katedrata prof. M. Rashov).

(HEMOCHROMATOSIS)
On some objective symptoms during the icteric stage of viral hepatitis.
Nauch. tr. vissh. med. inst. Sofia 40 no.1 59-77 '61.


(HEPATITIS INFECTIOUS diag)


(INFLUENZA epidemiol)
VASILEV, M.

A medicolegal discussion on traffic accidents. Nauch. tr. vissh.
med. inst. Sofia 4l no.4:79-89 '62.

1. Predstavena ot prof. d-r Markov.

(ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC)
VASILEV, M.

Results of liver function testing in relation to the type of viral hepatitis, the age of the patient, etc. Nauch. tr. Vissh. med. inst. Sofia 41 no.7:95-111 '62.

   (LIVER FUNCTION TESTS)
   (Hepatitis, Infectious)
   (Aging)
IVANOV, St.; VASILEV, M.; ANGAROV, G.

On the possibilities of blood transfusion in aplastic anemia.
Nauch. tr. vissh. med. inst. Sofia 41 no.7:113-121 '62.

   (BLOOD TRANSFUSION)  (ANEMIA, APLASTIC)
ANCHEV, V.; VASILEV, H.


VASILEV, M. The KSKH-2.1 mowing machine. p.3.
Vol. 7, no. 5, May 1956, MASHINIZIRANO ZEMEDELIE, SOFIYA, BULGARIA.

VASILEY, N.
AGRICULTURE.
Periodical "Radiator" ZN EIILII. No. 11, Nov. 1956.
VASILEV, N. More active leadership in competitions. p. 10.

VASELVA, M.:

Vermaization stages and degree of wintering capacity in some converted forms of veton. Izv Tsentral Lab genet 1:37-59 1959.
VASIC, Momcilo, docent, dr.; STUPAR, Petar B.

Malathion poisoning. On a case of suicidal poisoning. Vojnosanit. pregled. 18 no.10:887-888 0 '61.

1. Medicinski fakultet u Beogradu, Institut za sudsku medicinu.

(INSECTICIDES toxicol) (SUICIDE)
ANCHEV, N.; VASILIEV, N.

Case of rupture of the upper posterior part of the liver; surgical therapy by transthoracico-transdiaphragmatic approach. Khirurgia, 6 no. 8:500-503 1953. (CML 25:5)

1. Central Military Hospital.
FILIPOV, P.; VASILEV, N.; SAVOV, G.; KITOY, D.

Present state and application of neurosurgery in Bulgaria.
Khirurgia, Sofia 8, no. 9:769-772 1955.
(Neurosurgery, in Bulgaria)

1. (Klinichen analiz na pet sluuchaia na anaerobna infektsia).
   (WOUNDS AND INJURIES, compl. infect., anaerobic, prev. & ther.)
   (INFECTION, prev. & control anaerobic wound infect.)